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 LTTA CARDIFF MEETING MINUTES 

Cardiff 28th November - 2nd December 2016 

 

SUMMARY OF WHAT TO DO: 

 

A. Complete Cardiff LTTA evaluation form. 

B. Upload photos to Google Photos and Lesson Plans to website. 

C. Activities: review own affirmations & cooking recipes (video and word          

format). Activities A41, A42, A43, A26, A27, A28, A29, A30, A31, A33 

D. Keep dissemination platforms updated.  

 

ATTENDEES: 

Hosting School Cardiff; Italy (5 teachers), Poland (4 teachers), Ireland (3 teachers),            

Greece (4 teachers), Spain (3 teachers) 

 TOPICS DISCUSSED:  

1. Next meetings dates.  Next final dates are.  

- LTTA Salerno: 5th (evening meal) - 10th March 2017  

- Barcelona Coordination meeting. 18th (evening meal) - 21st        

June 2017 (meeting at school Monday-Wednesday) 

 

 2. Tasks to do / Activities. We agree to do the following activities.  

 

o Evaluatuion Form LTTA Cardiff. The link to the evaluation form has           

been sent to all coordinators. Please forward the link to all participant            

teachers and make sure the evaluation is done before 14th December.  



o Own Affirmations. Make sure that your own affirmations are uploaded          

in the correct folder in the Common Project Drive account.  

o Cooking Recipes. Make sure that all videos and recipes (in word           

format) are uploaded in the correct folder in the Common Project Drive            

account.  

o Activity A41 - Song. Yvonne from Galway (who composed the          

melody) sent us the Irish part of the song. Each school will need to              

create a verse in their own language and then sing the chorus in             

English. Each school will record their part in 2 different formats: an            

mp3 file with the audio of their song and a .avi (or similar) file with a                

video clip of their part. Then all the 6 parts will be merged together to               

create the whole song and the videoclip. It will be necessary to create a              

word document with the lyrics so everyone can follow the song.  

A new email thread will be created with the title ‘song’. The music             

teachers from each school need to be included in this email list so they              

will be able to communicate themselves. Deadline for this activity is           

10th February.  

 

o Activity A42. Dances. Each school will prepare up to 3 traditional           

dances. We will record them and create a document with brief           

explanation about how to dance. The videos, the mp3 files with the            

melodies and the document need to be uploaded in the correct folder in             

the Common Project Drive account by the 10th February.  

o Activity 43 - Posters. Each school will create a minimum of 2 posters             

promoting healthy habits (it will be interesting if you make 2 versions of             

each posters...one in your own language and then the translations). It           

is suggested you create the posters using computers so it is easier to             

save and share them. Upload the posters in the correct folder in the             

Common Project Drive account before Salerno meeting. One        

recommended app is canvas.com but you can use any other. Posters           

will be displayed in the Erasmus Corner and shared with Local           

Community.  



 

ACTIVITIES -  DISSEMINATION POST LTTA CARDIFF 

  

o Activity A27. (Students). Circle time + emotions + dialogue about          

feeling. At each school we will practice the strategies explained during           

the “Restorative Justice” conference...circle time (“I am angry when…”)         

and the different games; we will introduce the Emoticones (following          

Sian exposition) and a dialogue about feeling. One example can be: “            

what's the matter? / I feel ….. / Oh, why do you feel ….?/ Because …../                

Why don't you….” (this could be the very basic pattern). 

 

o Activity A26 (teachers). Introducing emoticones and the use of them.          

Watch the video about “John Lewis Christmas advert 2016” and          

naming all the emotions ( with this activity we will be showing how we              

could talk about emotions in class with any video, book, etc) 

 

o Activity A29 (Students). Sport. We will put into practice the different           

games we played during the “Simply teaching Gymnastics”. Rachel         

gave to everyone a folder with different positions / movements. We can            

start doing the activities fox + rabbit + etc and try to develop an story.  

 

o Activity A28 (teachers). Reaction games + energizer activities. We         

will put into practice those activities we saw during the “Restorative           

Justice” conference. We can start with the one we did with the palm of              

our hands and the thumbs, and carry on from there.  

 

o Activity A30 (Teachers). Introduce “Super food” Activity. Rachel        

offered herself to create a template in which we will search for super             

food: we will look at the real benefits of food (vitamines, properties and             

what it provides to our body). We will search one of those super food              

with staff and that will be the activity we will be doing with students. We               



will also talk to the rest of the staff about “Sirt Food” following Ruth              

Walters conference on Friday.  

 

o Activity A31 (students). Following activity A30, students will make a          

research about “Super Food” observing positive properties. We will         

upload the documents in The Common Drive. Deadline 31st March.  

 

o Activity A33. Exercises in the playground. We will create         

relaxing/exercising “stations” where children can go to between or         

during classes or before going to or after playground depending on           

each school. There will be few activities and students will need to do             

them in order to relax / calm… we can put action activities on a poster               

so they can do it without the need of an adult (we can follow the               

dossier Rachel gave to us). 

 

o Final Survey. The final survey will be done by the 31st of May. It will               

be the same survey we did at the beginning of the project. We will do               

them with same students group and will try to make all 3 surveys online              

this time. We will talk about that during Salerno LTTA.  

 

3. LTTA Salerno. The Italian coordinator introduces us the LTTA Salerno           

rough-copy programme. Some activities order will need to be changed as the Italian             

school has some festivities that week. It is suggested that a coordination meeting to              

decide the resultant activities after the LTTA is done at the end of all meetings,               

exhibitions, visits and conferences if possible.  

 

3. Website and Google Drive. We all have a look at the different platforms we use.                

It is reminded that we need to post evidences of all our work and keep all the work in                   

the correct folder in Drive or in other websites ( Vimeo, slideshare, google photos,              

issue, etc). We use the common login access to all these places. It is also necessary                

to upload in Google Photos photos from all meetings, including this last one, so we               



can show evidences of our work at our schools and get them ready for the final                

evaluation. Also all lesson plans carried at each school need to be uploaded to our               

website.  

 

  

Cornellà de Llobregat, 7th December 2016 

 


